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The Heisenberg model of a ferro
magnet is described by the following 
Hamiltonian, 

X =gp.H""L, Sz•- 2J ""L, Sz ·Sm. (1) 
~ <l,m> 

Here the notations are those that are 
commonly used. Following Holstein 
and Primakoff,Il we express (1) by the 
creation and annihilation operators of 
spin deviation as follows, 

X =gp.H""L, (S-az* az) 
l 

-2J I:; [ (S-az* az) (S-am* am) 
<l,m) 

where 

fz=(1-az*az/2S) 112• (3) 

We have calculated2: the spontaneous 
magnetization from (2) by the spin
wave method taking account of the 
spin-wave interactions as the perturba
tion and obtained the same result to 
the first order in 1/S as Dyson's3> 

which is regarded as rigorous at low 
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temperatures. Now we sh~ll show 

that (2) can be reduced to Dyson's 

Hamiltonian X D by a simple transfor

mation so that (2) is completely equi

valent to X D. 

Let us transform X by a non-unitary 

matrix T as follows, 

(4) 

where X' is expressed by a/, az'*, etc. 

instead of a~> a,*, etc. ; a,! and a/* are 
defined by 

a/=T-1 alT, az'*=T-1 a,*T, (5) 

and they satisfy the following com

mutation rule, 

We note that a/ and a/* are not 

Hermitian conjugate to each other, 

therefore X' is not Hermitian. The 

eigenvalues of X', however, are the 

same as those of X. We introduce 

the operators a 1 and a,* in the forms 

a/= (1-a1*a/2S)112 a 1, 

a/*·=az*(1-a1*az/2S)-112, (7) 

where a, and a,* satisfy the follow

ing relations, 

a,*a,=az'*al, (8) 

[a1, a,.. *]=a,,,.. (9) 

Using (7) to (9), X' can be written 

as follows, 

X '=Ngp.SH-NzJS2-gp.HL;.a,*a, 
! 

+2JS :E (a1*-a.,. *) (a1-a,.) 
d,m> 

+JL;a1*a,.*(a1-a11.)2. (10) 
<l,m) 

This is perfectly in agreement with 

XD• 

A similar method can be applied to 

antiferromagnetism. We use the 

operators az, a,* defined in (7) for + 
spin sublattice and Pm, Pm * which are 

derived from the annihilation and 

creation operators b,..', b,.'* of the spin 

deviation for -spin sublattice as .fol

lows, 

b '= 1- /"'m /"'m /J ( () * D ) -1/2 

m 2S i"'m> 

P ... *P,. ) 1' 2 

28 
(11) 

(12) 

Thus the Hamiltonian can be written 

as 

X'= -ziJINS2-tcNS 2 

+2!JIS :E (az*a,+Pm * Pm 
(l,m> 

+a1 f1,..+a1*{1,.*) 

+gp.H(- L;a,*a,+ :EPm*Pm) 
I m 

+2"s(1-1/2S) 

X ( :E a 1 * a 1 + :E /1.,. * /1,..) 
I m 

-IC( :E az*2az2+ :E p.,. *2f3m2), 
l m 

(13) 

where H· is directed along the anti

ferromagnetic axis, and " is a constant 

proportional to uniaxial anisotropy 

energy. It is a very inieresting prob

lem to. obtain a ground-state energy 

from (13). 
The author thanks Dr. Y oshiharu 

Kitano for his helpful discussions. 
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